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trast and connect them, and thereby to facilitate movement from metaphor making to theory building.


1. Introduction

Next month, after 153 years of production, the last fire truck will roll off the quarter-mile-long assembly line at American LaFrance in Elmira, N.Y. American LaFrance once ruled its marketplace as well as any American company ever dominated a business. But the parking lot is mostly empty now, and it's hard to find a person in Elmira who clearly understands why the company is closing up shop. Executives directly in charge at LaFrance offer no explanation. Figgie International, the conglomerate that has owned it since 1966, cites LaFrance's dated truck designs, high overhead and a string of losses, culminating last year with a pretax loss of $7.6 million on flagging sales of $21.5 million (Merwan, 1985).

Why does a company like American LaFrance fail? How, in just a few years, could a preeminent franchise built on eight generations of craftsmen come to fall woefully behind the competition?

The answer is "Emergency One," only eleven years old, an upstart manufacturer of fire trucks that tried a new idea—make the bodies of fire trucks out of aluminum rather than steel. This revolutionary idea has made Emergency One the market leader because aluminum doesn't corrode and is cheaper in the long run for fire departments with tight budgets.

Emergency One also revolutionized the assembly process for fire trucks. American LaFrance spent a week handdrafting blueprints for each order. Emergency One does the same thing in a few hours with the aid of a computer. American LaFrance took six months to manufacture a basic fire truck; Emergency One takes one and one-half months.

Emergency One has been especially creative in establishing links with customers. It lent new fire trucks to the Boston Fire Department, and sales executives lived at the Boston fire house and went out on sixty fire calls.
The company also flew twenty fire chiefs to Florida to drive trucks home that were purchased by other departments in their locale.

For American LaFrance, tradition was blinding. American LaFrance grew out of touch with customers, with new technology, with industry changes. We hear of other companies that lost touch with the environment, suddenly found themselves in a crisis, and ultimately failed. Braniff Airlines, Penn Square Bank, Air Florida, Columbia Data Products, Osborne Computers and Facit Corporation (Starbuck, 1983) all shared a common fate with American LaFrance. They did not listen. They did not see. They did not react. These organizations failed to acquire accurate information about environmental events, or they did not interpret it correctly. They did not learn.

If organizational scientists could create and validate operational theories of how organizations learn, and if they could cause organizations to learn and effectuate these theories, then some of the wasted resources associated with organizational failures such as American LaFrance's might be diminished. An early step in enacting this scenario is to assess where we stand in the development of operational theories of organizational learning. In this chapter we make this assessment and propose a new model of organizational learning. Our goal is to define two perspectives on organizational learning and to contrast and connect them, and thereby to facilitate movement from metaphor making to theory building.

Organization Theory and Organizational Learning

It is rarely made explicit, but organizational learning has been a key assumption in organization theory since the 1950's. A large proportion of the literature on organizations concerns organizational adaptation to the environment. Early and oft-cited pieces are those by Burns and Stalker
(1961), Emery and Trist (1965), Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), Terreberry (1968). More recent are those by Miller and Friesen (1980) and Zammuto and Cameron (1985). Implicit in this idea that individual organizations adapt to their environment, are the ideas that organizations learn what their environment is and which organizational design features work best in their particular environment.

Another large proportion of the literature concerns the nature and extent of congruence among major organizational characteristics such as strategy, structure, and technology. Examples of research from this perspective are Perrow (1967), Miles and Snow (1978), and Hambrick (1982). While arguments and evidence can be marshalled to support the contention that the observed pairings of these characteristics are a consequence of natural selection (Hannen and Freeman, 1977), it is also true that arguments and evidence can be marshalled to support the contention that organizations learn which pairings facilitate goal achievement by copying, by experimentation, or by trial and error (Aldrich, McKelvey, Ulrich, 1984; Dutton and Freedman, 1975). Thus a manufacturer who moves to a "defender" strategy (Miles and Snow, 1978) learns that a formalized structure is congruent with the long-linked technology that makes the strategy viable.(1)

Perspectives on Organizational Learning

In their editorial introduction to the topic of organizational learning, Argyris and Schon noted that "the term, 'organizational learning', has been used in many different ways and figures in many sorts of research enterprises" (Argyris and Schon, 1983, p. 3). Not surprisingly, articles that have reviewed literature on organizational learning have attempted to cope first
with the task of interpreting the concept "organizational learning," and second with integrating the growing literature on the topic.

Shrivastava (1983) addressed these problems by integrating the extant literature on organizational learning into four approaches. These approaches represent distinct views on the complex topic of organizational learning. The four approaches proposed by Shrivastava are:

1. **Adaptive learning.** Organizations adapt to problems, opportunities, and changes in the environment by adjusting goals, decisions, and behaviors. Learning is incremental through the adjustment of goals, search, and decision making (c.f., Cyert and March, 1963; March and Olsen, 1976; Mintzberg, et al., 1976).

2. **Assumption sharing.** Organizational theories-in-use result from shared assumptions and values. Learning involves changes in these theories (c.f., Argyris and Schon, 1978; Mitroff and Emshoff, 1979; and Weick, 1979).

3. **Development of knowledge.** Learning is the process of acquiring knowledge of the relationship between organizational actions and environmental outcomes (c.f., Duncan and Weiss, 1978; and Dutton and Duncan, 1981).

4. **Institutionalized experience.** Learning curve effect through size and bureaucratic procedures. Learning is an accumulation of efficiencies through experience and tradition (c.f., Boston Consulting Group, 1968; Yelle, 1979).

Another recent approach examined the definition of learning. Fiol and Lyles (1985) argued that the literature on organizational learning dealt with
either cognitive changes or behavioral changes by the organization. Cognitive change pertains to new shared understanding and conceptual schemes by organization members. Behavioral development pertains to new responses, action, or structures. Based on these two types of change, Fiol and Lyles proposed a distinction between learning and adaptation. Learning is "the development of insights, knowledge, and associations between past actions, the effectiveness of those actions, and future action" (p. 811). Adaptation is "the ability to make incremental adjustments as a result of environmental changes, goal structure changes, or other changes."

The concept of learning thus is multidimensional and complex. We view the literature on organizational learning as reflecting two basic perspectives, which we will call the **systems-structural perspective** and the **interpretive perspective**. The systems-structural perspective on learning is drawn from the systems-structural view of organizations described by Astley and Van de Ven (1983). This is a rather mature organizational perspective at the organizational level of analysis that makes deterministic assumptions about organizational activities. This view in organization theory is also similar to what Burrell and Morgan (1979) referred to as the functional paradigm of organizational analysis. This perspective on organizational analysis can be seen in the rational, logical approaches to organization structures, and would include the institutionalized experience and development of knowledge approaches described by Shrivastava. In section 2, this perspective on organizational learning is described in detail.

The interpretive perspective is the more recent and novel approach to organizational learning. This perspective is closely associated with what Burrell and Morgan (1979) called the interpretive paradigm of organizational analysis. This paradigm in organization theory is concerned with the
deeper processes, conflicts, interpretations, and power relationships that underline surface structure. The interpretive paradigm relates to the higher level learning described by Fiol and Lyles (1985), and the assumption sharing and adaptive learning perspective described by Shrivastava. In section 3 we will describe the interpretive perspective on organizational learning in detail and suggest steps necessary to move it from its present metaphorical status to an operational tool for organizational scientists.

The idea that survival and other measures of organizational effectiveness tend to be higher for organizations that create an alignment between their characteristics and their environments seems commonsensical. But the pressing question is, "How do organizations learn about their environments?" The systems-structural and interpretive perspectives provide divergent answers to this question.

2. Systems-Structural Perspective of Organizational Learning

Information is acquired by and distributed within organizations for several reasons. (1) It is used as a weapon in intra-organizational debate (Sabatier, 1978). It is a source of power (Spekman, 1979; Shukla, 1982). It serves as a justification for ideologically-based decisions (Sabatier, 1978). It serves as a symbol of adherence to norms (Feldman and March, 1981). It also contributes to organizational learning (Wilensky, 1967; Hedberg, 1982; Nonaka and Johansson, 1985).

Information Acquisition

The systems-structural perspective emphasizes the acquisition and distribution of information as a resource that is necessary for an organization to learn about its external and internal environments. The
literature dealing with information acquisition is separable into that in which the organization or department is the unit of analysis (the "macro" literature) and that in which the individual is the unit of analysis (the "micro" literature). To a great extent, the macro literature on information acquisition is dominated by the writings of researchers interested in environmental scanning for strategic management (c.f., Aguilar, 1967; Hambrick, 1982; Dutton and Freedman, 1985). With hardly any exceptions, this literature is descriptive, largely reporting state-of-the-art case studies or surveys (c.f., Pyke, 1970; Fahey, King, and Narayanan, 1981; Jemison, 1984). The learning implied is often of a low order—a readily interpretable fact is observed, such as the market availability of a Nobel prizewinner or a new computer disk drive, and communicated to those organization departments best positioned to use this information.

The micro literature focuses on boundary spanning personnel as sensors of the organization's environment. Research on how boundary spanners learn about the environment and how they help centrally located units to learn is almost entirely limited to two streams of research. One of these, the literature on gatekeepers in the research and development industry (Pelz and Andrews, 1966; Allen, 1970) is relatively mature; there are empirical studies that build upon earlier conceptualizations and empirical studies (Tushman, 1977; Gerstenfeld and Berger, 1980). A modest theory linking gatekeeper characteristics and behavior to organizational performance has evolved (Tushman, 1979; Tushman and Katz, 1980; Tushman and Scanlan, 1981). A second and slowly developing stream of research deals with the environmental monitoring behavior of upper-level managers. It is less mature, consisting largely of field studies of managerial activities (Keegan, 1974; Mintzberg, 1975; Kurke and Aldrich, 1981; Dollinger, 1984). Somewhat related to these two streams of research are the
empirical studies that examine the idea that organizational members, including boundary spanners, tend to search for information from readily accessible sources (O'Reilly, 1982). Theory-testing studies of boundary spanners as sensors of the environment are still rare (but see Leifer and Huber, 1977, and Schwab, Ungson, and Brown, 1985).

Information acquisition occurs in two forms, monitoring and probing. Organizations monitor their external and internal environments in order to identify problems and opportunities. Monitoring or scanning is often passive and routinized, as when sales people are required to report competitors' sales or car dealerships are required to report observed manufacturing defects. Probing occurs when organizational members or departments actively initiate focused inquiries into the environment when more information is desired. These deeper examinations of environments are responses to concerns about actual or suspected problems or opportunities. Some of the search for information observed in organizations is undertaken by individuals seeking to develop or maintain a better understanding of their environments. Example probing behaviors include surveys of customers, phone calls to key contacts, and attending conventions or industry trade shows.

While the information thus obtained may result in the eventual fulfillment of organizational goals, it is obtained for the collector himself, or herself, rather than for the direct use of other units. For example, many officials regularly scan certain data sources (such as The Wall Street Journal or Aviation Week) without any prior idea of exactly what type of information they are seeking or will find. They do this not because they are dissatisfied, but because past experience teaches them that new developments are constantly occurring that might affect their present level of satisfaction (Downs, 1966, p. 169).

Information Distribution

Organizations purposefully disseminate information to carry out the
functions of decision making and control or, in other words, to learn what to do and what needs to be done differently. In many cases, this effort requires the processing of a large number of information-conveying messages. On the other hand, because a large number of messages may cause an overload on the cognitive or logistical capabilities of the individuals and work groups involved, organizations are forced to seek efficiencies in their internal communication systems.

Two processes that organizations and their members use to increase the efficiency of their communication systems are message routing and message summarizing. Both are carried out both formally and informally. Message routing causes any particular communication or message to be distributed to relatively few organizational units. This selective distribution reduces the information processing load of the departments charged with summarizing or transmitting the message and of the many potential receiving departments having little or no use for the information. Message summarizing plays a similar role. It has as its purpose reducing the size of the message, while at the same time, faithfully reproducing its meaning. For example, large sets of numbers are replaced by their "averages" or by "exceptions," and multi-page reports are replaced by appropriately derived recommendations or conclusions. Summarization can greatly reduce the cognitive or logistical load on the departments having to process the message.

Messages vary considerably in relevance, length, accuracy, timeliness, and other attributes. As a consequence of this fact and the need to control their work load, the organizational units responsible for routing and summarizing exercise some discretion in the way they handle messages. This discretion allows two other information-processing phenomena to occur in
parallel with summarizing and routing. These are message delay and message modification.

There is no value judgment or negativism implied in the use of the phrase message delay. Since the priority assignment given a message is a principal determinant of the time it will be delayed, and since making such assignments is a delegated and discretionary act, it is often difficult to make objective judgments about the excessiveness of individual delays. Message modification refers to the distortion of message meaning. Its source may be either the cognitive limitations or the motivations of either the sender or receiver. Modifications may be conscious or unconscious, well-intended or malicious. They range from the well-intended correction of minor errors to the extreme modification of substituting one message for another.

For the most part, the empirical literature on these four processes has used individuals as the unit of analysis. (See, for example, the reviews by Porter and Roberts, 1976, and Huber, 1982.) The more macro literature dealing with the distribution of information has focused on the process of coordination or "integration" (c.f., Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967, 1969). An important component of this literature has a prescriptive orientation. Thus Simon (1973) argues that organizations should be designed such that their units require minimal information exchange with other units, and Galbraith sets forth numerous organization design guidelines for coordination and integration (Galbraith, 1977). To summarize, the systems-structural perspective of organizational learning focuses on reducing ignorance by providing data. Information is treated as if it is a tangible good that is transported in containers called messages. Data are acquired by boundary units or personnel who use the data and/or distribute it to appropriate departments. The local use of information, as reflected in the paradigm, is
as input to decision-making or controller-coordinator units. It is implicitly
assumed that these units know how to use the information, that they merely
need to obtain "the facts" in order to take action.

3. Interpretive Perspective of Organizational Learning

The interpretive approach focuses on the underlying purpose and meaning
of messages. From the interpretive perspective, data mean nothing until they
are used by organization participants. Information can be defined as data
that have utility, reduce uncertainty, or changes one's understanding about
the external world (Daft and Macintosh, 1981). Research using the
interpretive perspective is concerned with symbols and their meanings, and how
individuals create and interpret those symbols (Putnam, 1983; Ritzer, 1975).
Specific issues of concern in this perspective are the cognitive
interpretation of messages, the means through which shared interpretations are
reached, and the media through which messages are transmitted.

The concept of the information equivocality is central to the
interpretive perspective. When managers observe an external event, the
information cue may be ambiguous and have several interpretations. Managers
are unclear about what the event means or how to translate it into
organizational action. New data may be confusing, and may even increase
uncertainty. Weick proposed that organizations must be designed to reduce
equivocality from the environment (Weick, 1979). Organizing requires the
development of a common grammar for resolving ambiguity. When managers are
confronted with an equivocal issue, they discuss the issue among themselves
and gradually arrive at a common interpretation and frame of reference.
Managers talk things over and enact a solution. Ambiguity precipitates
discussion and the exchange of views rather than the collection of additional
data. Managers define or create an answer based on their definition of the event.

The notion of equivocality is intriguing because it contrasts with the concern for data and messages in the systems-structural perspective. The interpretive perspective argues that organizations do more than process large amounts of data. Environments can be confusing, impenetrable, and changing. Managers interpret an ill-defined environment and define a course of action for participants. This approach avoids the assumption that data are concrete and fully interpretable. Managers organize cues and messages into meaningful patterns by imposing interpretations (Weick, 1979; Smircich, 1983). Moreover, emphasis is on shared meaning. The problem for administrators is interpreting and knowing the world rather than controlling the organization. For an organization to learn, equivocality must be reduced to an acceptable level. Indeed, the essence of organizational learning is the reduction of equivocality, not data gathering. The interpretive perspective deemphasizes the rational aspects of communication attributed to the systems-structural view. With respect to the larger organization in which learning occurs, phenomena such as coalitions, power, and conflict influence learning from the interpretive perspective more than do the traditional organization concepts of technology, environment, and size (Zey-Ferrell, 1981).

4. Summary of Two Views

Key assumptions of the systems-structural and interpretive of organizational learning are summarized in Exhibit 1. Fully understanding organizational learning requires viewing the organization as a structure both for acquiring and distributing data and for interpreting and sharing meaning. The systems-structural perspective assumes a system for handling messages,
while the interpretive perspective assumes a system for giving meaning to
data. Learning from the systems-structural view is a consequence of the
number, direction, and physical characteristics of messages. The external
environment is objective, and can be understood through data acquisition. In
the interpretive perspective, learning occurs through information content and
the sense making behavior of participants. Interactions among human beings
are more important than frequent messages. The environment is equivocal and
is interpreted through the enactment and shared definition of the membership.
Organizations learn through joint discussion and interpretation of events, and
through gradual changes in the assumptions, symbols, and values of
participants. Moreover, in the systems-structural view, new cognitive
understanding typically precedes information acquisition, so that acquired
data lead to action. In the interpretive view, trials and errors, or actions
and outcomes, are important means of learning. Thus, new organizational
actions often precede understanding. Managers learn by doing.

----------------------------
Exhibit 1 about here
----------------------------

Both views of learning are important. Both perspectives in Exhibit 1 are
legitimate ways to study and understand organizational learning. Indeed,
either view may be accurate depending on the contingencies facing an
organization. These views represent two information paths that organizations
must travel if they are to learn. The systems-structural perspective focuses
on information acquisition and distribution. The interpretive perspective
focuses on information interpretation and sharing. The point we make in this
paper is that organizations undertake both types of activity. The approaches
are not mutually exclusive. Organizations have an objective structural
framework through which tangible data and messages are transmitted and stored. They also have human participants who engage in day-to-day interpretive processes that make sense of events and reduce equivocality. In the next section we begin to integrate these two perspectives and show how organizational learning includes both the handling of data and the reduction of equivocality.

5. **Information Load and Learning**

In order to learn, organizations must solve two problems. One problem deals with the need to acquire and distribute information about their external and internal environments (Huber and Daft, 1986). Fulfilling this need, and determining whether the amount of information is sufficient, excessive, or optimal, is a logistics problem and is reflected in the systems-structural perspective. The second problem concerns the need to reduce equivocality, to develop a shared interpretation of messages that have been received through the logistical system. The interpretation and sharing processes reflect the interpretive perspective. Solving the logistics and equivocality problems results in organizational learning. But solving the logistics and equivocality reduction problems creates an information load on the organization.

Information load is defined as the volume of information inputs required for an organization to perform its tasks (Farace, Monge, and Russell, 1977). Information load is reflected in the amount of organizational resources allocated to information processing. An organization experiencing an uncertain, complex and variable environment will allocate many resources to scan and interpret the environment. An organization experiencing a high
information load will typically be coping with both the logistics and interpretive problems.

The relationship among the information logistics problem, the equivocality reduction problem, and the concepts of information load and learning are illustrated in Exhibit 2. The equivocality of information, and the extent to which equivocality must be decreased in order for the organization to take action is illustrated on the vertical axis of Exhibit 2. This is the interpretive problem for organizations. The horizontal axis in Exhibit 2 reflects the amount of information that must be acquired and distributed, which is the logistical problem. The diagonal in Exhibit 2 is information load, and as load increases, learning demands on the organization also increase.

Cell 1 represents a situation where the environmental events that influence the organization are equivocal and poorly understood. These events may be infrequent, but when they arise, as in a crisis, managers may not know how to respond. Learning is achieved through equivocality reduction. Managers may talk to enact a common perception, and they rely on intuition and judgment to interpret events. Learning is a process of making sense of the environment, and includes discussion, guesses, hunches, and trial and error. A clear map of the environment is not available. Decision making is incremental as the organization copes with equivocality. The amount of organizational learning in Cell 1 is expected to be moderate.

Exhibit 2 about here

Cell 2 represents an organization experiencing a high information load. The amount of information is high and the level of equivocality is also high.
Events are poorly understood, and there are a large number of events to be dealt with and interpreted. Special surveys and probes into the environment may be combined with extensive discussion and judgment to reach decisions. Organizations in this situation are characterized by rapidly changing environments, as would occur in an emerging industry, or during rapid technological development. The amount of organizational learning in Cell 2 would be very high.

Cell 3 reflects a low information load because both information amount and equivocality are low. The need for organizational learning is minimal, and organizational responses are normally from memory, as stored in precedents, scripts, and procedures. Organizations in Cell 3 would be perceived as traditional bureaucracies where the goal of learning is to attain efficiencies through experience and the repeated performance of a stable task. Learning is low.

Cell 4 is defined as moderate-high information load because the volume of data processed about the environment is large. This situation is typified by a large knowledge base and many external events. The organization needs to adopt mechanisms to process and integrate a large volume of data. This could include the adoption of new specialists, positions, and departments or the use of new communication technologies to help in monitoring many environmental sectors simultaneously. Learning in Cell 4 is typified by planning, data collection, and data transmission. Organizational learning is moderate to high.

6. Information Media and Organization Learning Capacity

How can organizations process information sufficient to meet the moderate to high loads required of many environments? How can managers receive
information displays, be involved in trial and error, and in other ways interpret the environment? The answer is capacity, capacity to increase the volume of data processed by the organization, and capacity to reduce equivocality. One approach to increase capacity for data volume is to add resources to information processing activities. Additional people could be hired or departments created, communications could be routed or summarized in new ways, or new technologies could be adopted to increase information flow.

A more difficult problem is how to increase the capacity to reduce equivocality. Here the emphasis is on clarifying and defining reality, on managers reaching a consensus about the environment and organizational actions. Increasing the logistical capacity to process data will not necessarily increase the organization's ability to understand an equivocal environment. If an organization is designed to learn, an important aspect is the implementation of appropriate communication channels and connections, through which data and messages are processed. Channels influence the organization's ability to transmit data as well as participants' ability to interpret messages. We propose that the concept of media richness, which is related to the channel or medium used for conveying information, influences capacity for organizational learning. Media have the ability to increase data processing or help managers interpret ambiguous events depending on the information load and learning requirements.

Media Richness

Organizations process information through many channels, and recent research indicates that these channels are not equal in their capacity for facilitating understanding. The need for organizations to have a high information capacity is reflected in the observation that managers spend a
very large proportion of their time communicating (Mintzberg, 1973). But
managers do not use all channels equally. A number of studies have observed
that managers prefer face-to-face communications (Mintzberg, 1973; Daft and
Lengel, 1986; Rice and Bair, 1984). Managers seem attracted to informal
channels such as personal meetings and the telephone, and they tend to ignore
formal reports and computer-based information (Fischer, 1979; Martin, 1981).

The question is, why do managers prefer face-to-face communication? Does
the face-to-face medium offer special advantages for organizational learning?
Daft and Lengel (1984, 1986) proposed that media selection is closely linked
to the amount of learning in organizations. A medium is how information is
carried from sender to receiver, and may include telephone, computer
printouts, memos, or face-to-face discussions. Daft and Lengel (1986), based
on the work of Bodensteiner (1970), characterized media as high or low in
richness based on the capacity to convey information. Recall that information
is defined as that which can change a person's understanding or mental
representation. Media richness is defined as the medium's capacity to change
mental representations within a specific time interval (Lengel, 1983; Daft and
Lengel, 1984). A medium is considered rich if it provides big insight to
managers in a short time. A rich communication transaction results in a major
change in mental representation. Media low in richness tend to require a
longer time to convey the same understanding, and tend to convey information
that is less insightful or helpful for understanding the environment.

Media typically used in organizations can be organized into a hierarchy,
based upon the capacity for conveying meaning among organizational members.
Exhibit 3 illustrates a media hierarchy with five levels of richness. The
capacity of each medium is based on a blend of four characteristics: (1) the
use of feedback so that errors can be corrected; (2) the ability to convey
multiple cues; (3) the tailoring of messages to personal circumstances; and (4) language variety.

Face-to-face is considered the richest medium because it allows immediate feedback so that understanding can be checked and interpretations corrected. This medium also allows the simultaneous communication of multiple cues, including body language, facial expression, and tone of voice, which convey information beyond the spoken message (Meherabian, 1971). Face-to-face communication uses high variety, natural language and messages tailored personally to the receiver (Pandy and Mitroff, 1979; Daft and Wiginton, 1979).

The telephone medium is somewhat less rich than face-to-face because visual cues are not available. Feedback is fast, but individuals rely only on language content and audio cues to reach understanding. The telephone medium is personal and utilizes natural language.

Written communications are considered lower in richness than oral communications. Written documents, personally addressed, such as letters and memos, are characterized by slow feedback. Only written data are conveyed, so visual cues are limited to those on paper. Addressed documents can be tailored to the individual recipient.

Formal, unaddressed documents are lowest in richness because they apply to everyone in the same way. Examples are fliers, bulletins, written rules, and MIS reports that are impersonal and are not amenable to feedback, although they do use natural language. Visual cues are limited to those in the standard format.

What does the media richness continuum mean for organizational learning?
The answer is that media vary in their capacity to help organizations reduce equivocality. Managerial work is highly fragmented, and managers work under time pressure (Mintzberg, 1973). Time is a scarce resource, and so is information. Information transactions processed through a rich medium allow rapid feedback so that managers can quickly converge on a common interpretation. Richer media allow multiple cues, including body language and facial expression. When managers experience equivocality, rather than search for an objective answer, they resolve it by enacting or defining a course of action. Equivocality reduction takes place through the exchange of opinions, perceptions, and judgments of relevant managers. Managers may bring different frames of reference to the discussion, so disagreements need to be surfaced and resolved. Rich media enable managers to construct a joint cognitive map, and to resolve equivocality through discussion and rapid feedback that would be impossible if communication channels consisted only of letters, electronic mail, or written or numeric documents.

On the other hand, media of lower richness are preferable when messages are unequivocal. For the logistics problem of acquiring and distributing data, especially when the communications are one way, impersonal, and to the point, written and electronic media are efficient. Rules, regulations, memos, and reports convey objective knowledge about well-defined events. Using rich media to convey routine information would be inefficient and could result in overcomplication and needless ambiguity.

The point for organizational learning is that rich media facilitate interpretive learning. When learning is characterized by the logistical processing of objective data, media of lower richness are appropriate. Organizations can learn by tailoring the medium to the nature of messages to be transmitted. Conversely, the wrong medium for a message can restrict
learning. Written media and standard reports would oversimplify messy problems because these media do not transmit the subtleties associated with unpredictable, personal, subjective aspects of organizations and environments. Conversely, face-to-face discussions would contain surplus and perhaps erroneous meaning for objective, well-understood communications, and would be inefficient.

A number of studies are consistent with the argument that as uncertainty or equivocality increases, rich media are the preferred mode of information processing in organizations. Van de Ven, Delbecq, and Koenig (1976) studied coordination under high task uncertainty, which is a high learning situation. Managers preferred face-to-face modes of coordination. Kreps (1980) reported that discussion and feedback cycles increased among faculty senate members when issues were equivocal, and Holland, Stead, and Leibrock (1976) found that face-to-face channels of communication were preferred to written channels when perceived uncertainty was high. Meissner (1969) and Randolph (1978) found that when communications were objective and certain, sources of information such as objects, signs, and written documents were used in departments, while personal communications were used as tasks increased in uncertainty. Bodensteiner (1970) reported a sharp increase in the frequency of face-to-face and telephone media when organizations experienced stress and uncertainty from the occurrence of unanticipated difficulties and problems.

Additional findings were reported by Weinshall (1979), who found that managers selected face-to-face more frequently for the difficult transactions associated with negotiating and advice giving, while telephone and written channels were selected for routine communications such as giving orders or receiving standard information. Rice and Williams (1984) showed that electronic mail, a medium of low richness, was preferred for exchanges of well
defined information, but was not used for bargaining or resolving conflict. Jones and McLeod (1984) found that managers preferred face-to-face media for communicating about difficult aspects of the managers' job. Finally, Kiesler, Siegel, and McGuire (1984) found that when computers were used to mediate communications between people, the ability to solve complex problems was low compared to face-to-face discussions.

All in all, the evidence supports the idea that media vary in their capacity to convey understanding and reduce uncertainty. The use of media is a key element in the amount and type of learning accomplished by an organization. Rich media facilitate rapid feedback and the use of multiple cues so that ambiguity can be brought into resolution and diverse frames of reference can be integrated. Face-to-face communication is a powerful means of resolving equivocality and changing mental representations, which is one important aspect of organizational learning. On the other hand, media of low richness are efficient for processing large amounts of objective data, which is the second important aspect of organizational learning. Organizational choices among media will influence what and how the organization learns.

Consequences of Media Usage

The point made above is that media are related to the capacity of an organization to learn. Now we want to go a step further, and propose that the use of media influence the information displays made available to organization participants, and in turn influence decisions based on that information. If we think of managers and other employees as mini nerve centers of organizational learning, what view of the environment is provided to them through media, and what type of decisions will be made? Organizations can consciously emphasize media, and in so doing change the organization's
information base, decisions, and learning. Exhibit 4 summarizes our proposed relationships between media and the way in which individuals perceive and act on organizational information from those media.

Information displays. The upper part of Exhibit 4 proposes how media may influence perceptions of organizational events (Argyris, 1979). By encouraging or limiting cues, a medium filters information and thereby provides a world view different from other media. For example, the use of a medium such as face-to-face discussion is expected to induce individuals to perceive the phenomena as close to them, to think concretely and intuitively, and to be aware of specific events and conditions within the organization and the environment. Rich media are personal, convey emotional cues, and enhance social presence. Rich media also induce individuals to see the equivocal, ill-defined aspects of events, to develop personal networks, and to take personal responsibility for data acquisition and accuracy.

Media of lower richness, by contrast, are expected to induce individuals to perceive events and conditions as distant and remote, and to think abstractly and rationally about those events. When individuals receive numbers and written reports, they are more likely to conceptualize the organization and environment in terms of stable activities, overall trends, and measurable, well-defined characteristics. Individuals relying on written media are more likely to be isolated, to be uninvolved in personal networks, and to accept data as legitimate and authoritative and outside their personal responsibility.

---------------------

Exhibit 4 about here

---------------------

Information displays are similar to what Argyris (1979) described as
local versus distant management information systems. Media of low richness tend to carry information about "distant" events, and to describe the organization as a whole. Distant information is universal, objective, and applicable to everyone in the organization. Local information is unique, subjective, and applicable to the circumstances of specific departments and groups.

**Decision making.** The middle portion of Exhibit 4 describes how information is expected to translate into decision making. Information from media of low richness is expected to induce individuals to think in terms of results and performance, to see major exceptions in performance, to infer causality from data that lack specifics, and to use statistical judgment in making decisions. Media of high richness is expected to influence decisions in terms of the underlying events and processes that cause organizational performance, to detect errors before there are exceptions, to infer causality from a situation's specific circumstances, and to use clinical judgment in making decisions.

We generally expect organizations that rely on media of low richness to use statistical judgment based on calculation and rational procedures. Statistical judgment relies on the frequency and pattern of events. In contrast, clinical judgment relies on close personal knowledge of underlying cause-effect processes and on the way specific events influence one another, which is associated with the use of rich media.

An example of how information influences decisions is Mehl's box in psychology (Wiggins, 1973). The outside of the box contains several lights and buttons, and pushing the buttons will cause the lights to go on in different combinations. Statistical judgment would involve collecting data about which lights come on in correlation with which buttons are pressed. By
using frequency counts and statistical logic the odds of any light coming on can be estimated. However, a skilled mechanic who has experience repairing similar boxes would not need to make statistical judgments. He would adopt a clinical approach based upon information about internal mechanisms. He would look inside the box to construct a theory about the internal arrangement of gears, wires, and electricity to understand which light will come on when each button is pressed. Similarly, a clinical psychologist dismantles mental processes to understand individual behavior, while a research psychologist may rely on correlations between questionnaire responses and behavior. The objective data acquired through formal, written media is expected to lead to different decision processes than will subjective cues acquired through rich, personal sources.

Culture and values. The final aspect of media selection proposed in Exhibit 4 pertains to media impact on internal culture and human values. Media can be warm versus cool with respect to the ability to convey emotions. Written media and its substitutes are considered "cool" because they are impersonal, and communicate facts and figures. Formal reports and official memos are rational and business like. These media are preferable when the organization seeks values of logic and efficiency (Rice, 1984). The criterion of rationality dominates organizational culture when media of low richness are emphasized.

Face-to-face media, the telephone, and substitutes such as picture phones and teleconferencing, are "warm" media. These media are able to deal with human relations, personal opinions and emotions. Senders and receivers have a social presence (Rice, 1984). Group norms, trust, and affection can be communicated through rich media. Personal differences and emotional conflicts can be surfaced and resolved. Personal influence and persuasion can be used.
Warm media enable individuals to negotiate and resolve issues of power, status, and conflict, while cool media emphasize impersonal facts and stable events. Thus we propose that the frequent use of a medium can influence whether the organization's culture is perceived as warm, caring, and emphasizing personal values, or whether the cultural values are cool, calculative, and performance oriented.

7. **Designing Systems for Organizational Learning**

Now we want to bring together several ideas presented in this chapter to propose specific design characteristics that enable organizations to learn. In order to learn, organizations have to solve both the logistics and interpretive problems. They must both process data and be able to interpret equivocal cues. Organizations thus need to design two systems—a logistical system to handle the processing of data, and an interpretive system to enable the appropriate perception and understanding of data. Organizations can be designed with characteristics to increase the capacity of either system.

**Designing the Logistical System**

How do organizations acquire and handle a large volume of data when needed for learning? Examination of the literature suggests three methods, which we call organization structure, communication strategy, and technology.

*Organization structure.* Perhaps the single most important way to increase the volume of information is to add organizational positions or departments designed to process data and messages (Huber, 1984a). As Lawrence and Dyer (1983) noted in their study of environmental complexity, the addition of boundary roles and departments were needed to monitor and interpret
environmental complexity. Boundary spanning individuals and departments act as sensory units to monitor relevant environmental sectors and events.

Structural changes can also be used to process data among departments within organizations. Many organizations have created specialized departments, called information centers or support centers, to help managers identify and obtain needed information (Zmud, 1984). This structural change increases the division of labor and enables personnel to specialize in acquiring and disseminating information vital to organizational learning. New departments can both span the boundary to the external environment and facilitate internal communication and coordination.

Communication strategy. Communication strategy is the organization's approach for acquiring and handling data. There are several parts to an organization's information processing strategy. First, an organization can aggressively search for external information, or it can passively monitor the environment. To the extent that more data are needed, an aggressive posture can be adopted (Aguilar, 1967; Daft and Weick, 1984). Organizations can build special communication links to other organizations, or send agents into the field (Wilensky, 1967). Organizations can formalize and routinize certain types of information, such as periodic surveys of the external environment or periodic internal reports on performance. The organization can explicitly send communication probes into environmental sectors as part of routine communication activities.

A second information strategy is to set priorities to pinpoint critical information that can be summarized or "chunked" into meaningful units (Farace, et al., 1977; Huber, 1982). Chunking information prevents managers from being subjected to an endless stream of facts. The information is broken into meaningful units that apply to specific questions. A third strategy is to
choose whether the organization wants to centralize or decentralize the responsibility for information. Decentralization means that major departments are responsible for their own information acquisition and dissemination, which prevents information overload on the central processing department. Decentralization also makes departments responsible for selecting data relevant to their needs.

Technology. The technology for processing information has undergone a revolution in recent years. The new computing and communication technologies have been called the "new media" (Rice, 1983). Such electrically-based communication technologies provide an enormous opportunity to enhance the volume of data that can be processed through organizational channels (Huber, 1984a). The new media include teleconferencing, electronic mail, voice mail, picture phones, and other forms of organizational wiring. They provide for both storage and transmission of huge volumes of data that would otherwise be stored or transmitted through the written word. Some of the new media, such as teleconferencing and picture phones, are designed to supplement face-to-face communication. The new technology is important because it provides multiple and permanent high speed channels for connecting the organization to the environment and for connecting departments together. New media can instantly direct and route messages around the world. The computer can provide a direct link to customers and suppliers, as in the case of American Hospital Supply, Westinghouse and Xerox (Porter and Millar, 1985). Electronic media also provide superb internal coordination, such as when franchises, branches, or overseas offices are hooked directly to the central office for daily exchanges of operating data. Finally, electronic media facilitate the use of more efficient organizational structures (Huber and McDaniel, 1986).
Designing the Interpretive System

Equivocality reduction demands a different approach from that outlined above because new data often do not resolve ambiguous issues. Equivocality reduction typically requires media high in richness, which involve personal communication. Designing the interpretive system is based on organization structure, communication strategy, and technology, but specific elements are quite different from the design of the logistical system.

Organization structure. The structure to facilitate equivocality reduction should place organizational members in direct contact with relevant external sectors to obtain rich information. This would mean structural disaggregation that locates people close to customers, close to suppliers, or close to other elements in the field. People can be assigned to the field for personal observation and reporting back to the organization (Wilensky, 1967). Moreover, disaggregation encourages opportunistic contacts and nonroutine information. Managers are encouraged to be in personal touch with environmental sectors they believe important, and to use trial and error to obtain feedback from the environment.

With respect to internal information processing, equivocality reduction makes extensive use of group meetings and organizational integrators. Group meetings may be in the form of task forces, project teams, or committees (Galbraith, 1973; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). These structural mechanisms enable participants to exchange opinions, perceptions, and judgments. Managers are able to establish a common frame of reference and to enact meaning about environmental events (Daft and Lengel, 1986). Integrators play a similar role by personally carrying information back and forth between relevant departments. Integrators act as liaison personnel who coordinate
across departments through face-to-face and telephone discussions to overcome disagreement and thereby reduce equivocality.

**Communication strategy.** To interpret equivocal events and cues, communication strategies should encourage face-to-face contacts and nonroutine information. Personal communications enable individuals to receive information displays that are close to the phenomenon of interest, and to interpret the ambiguous and ill-defined nature of events. Discussions among managers can then be used to reduce equivocality. Group meetings enable managers to enact a shared definition of events. The organization's strategy can encourage members in contact with the environment to bring interpretations and opinions back into the organization for discussion.

Another strategy is to encourage few rules for processing data but encouraging rapid cycles among managers. Assembly rules are procedures or guides that organizations use to process data into a collective interpretation (Weick, 1979). When data are clear, rules can be used to handle the processing of routine information to a joint interpretation. Fewer rules should be used for ambiguous information because there is uncertainty as to what the information means, and managers may have to seek out and discuss information in nonroutine ways. Although rules are fewer for equivocal issues, the number of information cycles and exchanges among managers will be greater. Managers should be encouraged to meet face-to-face on a frequent basis so the data can be cycled among members before an interpretation is reached and action taken.

**Technology.** Even though they are not as rich a communication media as are face-to-face discussions, electronically-based communication technologies can be adopted to reduce equivocality to the extent that they possess qualities of richness. Picture phones and teleconferencing enable managers to
see one another, to use multiple cues, and to receive rapid feedback. While these new media do not have the social presence of face-to-face communications (Rice, 1984) and do not as effectively convey subtle emotional, social and power relationships, they do convey richer information than written messages. In addition, some technological devices, such as electronic mail, are richer than written communications because they facilitate frequent messages and encourage rapid information cycles among managers. Finally, Group Decision Support Systems enhance the exchange of information in face-to-face meetings and thereby facilitate the discussions that lead to the development of shared understanding (Kull, 1982; Huber, 1984b). The new media are valuable for equivocality reduction to the extent that they increase feedback and encourage a jointly constructed interpretation among individuals.

8. Toward a Model of Organizational Learning Modes

Now we bring together several ideas to answer the question raised earlier in this chapter, “How do organizations learn?” So far we have (1) defined and compared the systems-structural versus interpretive perspectives on organizational communication; (2) explained how these perspectives define the logistics and interpretive problems for organizations; (3) proposed that learning is a function of the information load facing an organization; (4) introduced the notion that media have different capacities for conveying messages and reducing equivocality; (5) proposed that media can influence information displays, decision making, and values within organizations; and (6) proposed specific design characteristics to resolve the logistics and interpretive problems within organizations.

Given the importance of both the logistics and interpretive systems, we hypothesize that organizations may use one of four learning modes illustrated
in Exhibit 5. These modes represent a gestalt of organization characteristics that define a style or approach to learning based on information load. The gestalt represents congruence among structure, technology, load, media, information displays, and communication structure. The four learning modes include traditional bureaucracy, extended bureaucracy, self-designing organization, and experimenting organization. Each of these modes represents a style of learning appropriate to the logistic and interpretive requirements from the environment.

---------------

Exhibit 5 about here

---------------

Traditional bureaucracy. The traditional bureaucracy is the appropriate learning mode when both equivocality and logistics requirements are low. New or ambiguous problems do not arise with sufficient frequency to require frequent face-to-face discussions or new data about the environment. The organizational assumption is that learning is based on institutionalized experience. The organization expects to continue the same behavior that worked in the past, only more efficiently. Data relevant to efficient behavior are stored in the bureaucratic records, rules, and in the organization's past experience.

The information load required for the traditional bureaucracy to perform adequately is low compared to organizations in other environments. The information media are both low technology and low touch. "Low technology" means that written media can handle the necessary volume of data. "Low touch" means that face-to-face and personal communications are not needed to reduce equivocality. The information displays made available to administrators within the bureaucracy are characterized as impersonal, remote, objective, and
promote the use of statistical judgment and rational procedures. The communication strategy and structure require relatively few departments with environmental scanning responsibilities, centralized record keeping, few committees and other coordination devices. The organization would have little use for the new computing and communication technology.

Extended bureaucracy. The extended bureaucracy also exists in an environment characterized by a low need for equivocality reduction, but the logistics problem of processing data and messages is much greater than for the traditional bureaucracy. The external environment may be very complex, and hence the bureaucracy must extend itself into the environment to acquire necessary data. The basic learning assumption is that the systems-structural approach is an appropriate mode for learning. The premise for learning from an administrative perspective is the development of an internal knowledge base (Shrivastava, 1983). The organization is expected to acquire data that answers relevant questions, and to plan future actions. The criteria for learning are action-outcome relationships (Duncan and Weiss, 1979).

The information load confronting the extended bureaucracy is medium-high. Appropriate information media are high technology but low touch. New communication technology can help process volumes of data, but managers do not need personal discussions because reduced equivocality is low. The dominant information issue is to acquire large amounts of data about a complex but definable environment. Electronic technology combined with surveys and other systematic data collection are appropriate for an extended bureaucracy. Technology is also used to bring the data into useful summaries for management. The information displays to managers about the organization and its environment will tend to be impersonal, report overall trends, be results oriented, and induce statistical judgment and rational procedures. The
organization's structure would have many boundary spanning individuals and departments, and perhaps special departments designed to obtain useful data.

**Self-designing organizations.** The self-designing organization is considered opposite the extended bureaucracy. The self-designing organization has to cope with perpetual equivocality, and there is little hard data. This organization exists in an ambiguous and shifting environment, so interpretive systems are more relevant than logistical systems. Facts and figures that describe the environment are not available. The basic assumption within the organization reflects the interpretive approach to learning. Management must enact a definition of environmental events, and they engage in trial and error to figure out the environment. In this type of organization, action may precede understanding. Learning will involve frequent changes in basic assumptions about organizational purpose, mission, and products (Argyris and Schon, 1978).

The information load confronting the self-designing organization is low-moderate. A large volume of data is not processed, although participants spend time figuring out data that are available. Media will be low tech and high touch. High technology is of little use because facts and figures communicated through these media have little value. Managers would be in touch with each other on a regular basis. Frequent meetings to figure out a course of action are needed. The information displays made available to managers by rich media are of a personal nature, pertain to underlying cause-effect relationships, and induce clinical judgment and human values in decision making. The communication structure of the organization encourages the development of personal networks, ad hoc meetings, and disaggregation of the organization so that members can be in personal contact with relevant sectors of the environment.
Experimenting organizations. The experimenting organization is in the most demanding learning situation because the interpretive and logistical problems must both be managed. The organization must simultaneously define the environment and gather hard data about the environment. The underlying learning assumptions represent multiple criteria, including both interpretive and systems-structural approaches to learning, both centralized planning and enactment. The learning premise within the organization would be adaptive learning (Cyert and March, 1963; March and Olson, 1976), and incremental, trial and error decision processes (Lindblom, 1979; Mintzberg, et al., 1976). The experimenting mode of learning is appropriate for a large, complex organization undergoing transformation or confronting unexpected environmental changes. Rational processes may be attempted, and if unworkable, the organization would use more personal, enactive learning techniques.

The information load in the experimenting organization is very high because a large volume of data is needed about definable elements of the external environment, and meetings and discussions are required to interpret ambiguous stimuli. Media would be both high technology and high touch. High technology would enable the organization to scan a complex environment and assimilate data about many events. High touch would enable the organization to use personal interpretations and discussions of events. The information displays available to managers include both personal and impersonal views, and describe both overall trends and cause-effect relationships. The media could facilitate either clinical or statistical judgment depending on the data and the events. The communication structure should include many boundary spanning people and departments, an aggressive approach to data acquisition such as surveys, and disaggregation of structure so that members are involved in direct contact with environmental events. The personal networks of
managers and the technology network are both important. The experimenting organization devotes a large amount of time and resources to information processing, and is expected to experiment with matrix structures, computer networking, and other devices for assuring information for external scanning and internal coordination.

9. Conclusions and Research Implications

We began this chapter with the story of American LaFrance, the fire truck manufacturer that once ruled its marketplace and now is going out of business. The reason American LaFrance failed is that a major competitor, Emergency One, manufactures fire trucks from aluminum, uses computer design techniques, and has aggressively marketed its product to fire departments. American LaFrance failed because it was not equipped to learn about and respond to changes in the external environment. American LaFrance is acting like a "traditional bureaucracy," but it should have been designed as an "extended bureaucracy." American LaFrance did not use marketing surveys, or send people into the field to find out what customers wanted, find out about new technologies, or to discover the actions of competitors. American LaFrance acquired no data on aluminum bodies, on computer designs, or on new assembly techniques. American LaFrance was perfectly designed to continue making fire trucks in the same old way, with incremental efficiencies, but had no knowledge base for larger changes. American LaFrance failed because it was not designed to learn, yet it existed in an environment that required learning and adaptation to survive.

Organizational learning has been implicit in the organizational literature for many years. Previous research and theorizing can be categorized into either the systems-structural perspective or the interpretive perspective on learning. These two perspectives are reflected in the need for
both data logistics and interpretation within organizations. We proposed that media could be used to facilitate either type of learning, and recommended specific design characteristics. The four learning modes—traditional bureaucracy, extended bureaucracy, self-designing organizations, and experimenting organizations—reflect an integration of ideas and research findings from the literature. A great deal of additional work in the area of organizational learning is called for, and specific implications for research are as follows.

1. Perhaps the most urgent need for additional research is to develop organization design guidelines for the interpretive perspective. The field of organizational design already knows a great deal about using the systems-structural perspective for the acquisition and distribution of information (Huber, 1984). For example, techniques, strategies, and technologies to increase the flow of information and reduce its cost are already adopted in organizations. A bigger problem is to develop explicit recommendations for designing organizations with effective interpretive systems, soft and ill-defined as they currently are. At this point we can make common sense suggestions, such as provide managers with the opportunity for face-to-face discussion, have a lounge where people can talk informally, perhaps create a softball team with members from several departments, and scold managers for remaining in the office rather than visiting organizations in the environment. Organizations may be able to consciously design the use of task forces, group decision support systems, and perhaps even matrix structures to encourage the interpretation of equivocal events in a way that produces a logical course of action (Huber, 1984b; Daft and Lengel, 1986).

2. Systematic research into the topic of organization learning is not likely to progress far without initial effort to develop measures that
operationalize basic learning concepts. Many aspects of organizational learning are elusive and ill-defined. Concepts often pertain to understanding as it takes place within the minds of managers, which is hard to identify and measure. Initial research could focus on defining and operationalizing relevant dimensions of the environment, logistics system components, interpretive systems components, media, the nature of messages, characteristics of new communication technologies, information load, and when learning occurs. These are difficult concepts, and their measurement is a full menu for organizational researchers.

3. Yet a third area of potential research is the impact of interpretive and logistic systems on the organization. This research would correspond to the ideas in Exhibit 4 about the information displays, decision processes and internal values induced by the organization's communication system. An organization that emphasizes logistic systems such as written and electronic media could be studied to learn whether managers perceive the world differently than managers in organizations that emphasize interpretation through personal discussion. The impact of media on manager perceptions, mental representations, decision making, and individual versus shared perceptions represent a new and intriguing avenue for understanding the impact of information designs for decision making and learning.

4. At a more micro level, research is needed that focuses more precisely upon individual messages, the media through which they are communicated, and the context of the communication. Initial findings suggest that the matching of messages to media and situation constitutes effective information processing (Lengel, 1983). Yet the surface has only been scratched in this research. Even more important is the need to define the multiple dimensions of messages, media, and situations. How do media differ with respect to
feedback, speed, accuracy, social presence, focus, and so on? What characteristics of messages, such as equivocality, length, complexity, reliability, are relevant to organizational learning? How does the communication situation, including the relationship between sender and receiver, differences in frames of reference, and physical distance affect the learning process? The research questions pertaining to possible combinations of messages, media, and situations seem almost limitless.

5. Yet another needed line of research would involve field studies of the learning relationships proposed in this chapter and elsewhere in the literature. This type of research would compare organizations to see whether the clusters of elements proposed in the model of learning modes hang together in the grouping suggested here, or in any other groupings. Other questions include: How do environmental characteristics correlate with perceived learning requirements within organizations? How do environment characteristics correlate with internal systems for logistics and interpretation? Is an organization's ability to learn correlated with performance? This type of research will enhance our understanding of learning at the organizational level of analysis.

The major conclusion from this paper is the need for organizations to be aware of external events, to acquire and distribute messages about these events, and to try to make sense of things when events are equivocal. In order to learn, organizations have to solve both the logistics and interpretive problems. They must both process data and be able to interpret equivocal cues. Organizations thus need to design two systems—a logistical system to handle the processing of data, and an interpretive system to enable the appropriate perception and understanding of data. Organizations may learn spontaneously and intuitively, but we propose that learning systems can be
deliberately designed to enhance learning and adaptation. The model of organizational learning modes calls attention to different ways of learning that managers and researchers may not have thought about before. Each mode has a learning strength, but is suited to a specific situation. If an organization has been designed in one mode, as was the case at American LaFrance, then it may need to assess whether another mode may be better. The value of any comparative model is that it provides alternatives and new perspectives. The ideas proposed in this paper suggest a viewpoint and model—perhaps a starting point—from which to build toward more complete understanding of how organizations learn.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems-Structural Perspective</th>
<th>Interpretive Perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Organization is a system for transmitting data.</td>
<td>vs. 1. Organization is a system for giving meaning to data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Amount, frequency, direction, physical characteristics of messages.</td>
<td>vs. 2. Purpose, meaning of symbols, sensemaking of participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The environment is objective and can be learned through data acquisition.</td>
<td>vs. 3. The environment is equivocal and is learned through shared definition and enactment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Organizations learn by acquiring data, rational analysis and new behavior is then directed by top decision makers.</td>
<td>vs. 4. Organizations learn by discussion and shared interpretation of events, changing assumptions, and trial and error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Understanding leads to action.</td>
<td>vs. 5. Action leads to understanding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exhibit 2. Characteristics of Information Load on organizations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Media Richness Capacity</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
<th>Cues/Channels</th>
<th>Intimacy</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Natural (visual, audio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Natural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written, Addressed (letter, memo)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Limited Visual</td>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Natural/numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written, Unaddressed</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very Slow</td>
<td>Limited Visual</td>
<td>Impersonal</td>
<td>Natural/numeric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Exhibit 4: Consequences of Communication Media for Information Displays and Organizational Decision Processes.

**Media of Low Richness Induce Administrators**

**Information Display:**
1. To perceive phenomena as distant and remote.
2. To conceptualize stable events and overall trends.
3. To think abstractly and rationally.
4. To see unequivocal, well-defined aspects of phenomena.
5. Not to be involved in personal networks.
6. To accept data as legitimate and authoritative.

**Rich Media Induce Administrators**

**Information Display:**
1. To perceive phenomena as close and visible.
2. To conceptualize changing processes and specific conditions.
3. To think concretely and intuitively.
4. To see equivocal, ill-defined aspects of phenomena.
5. To develop personal networks.
6. To take personal responsibility for data accuracy and validity.

**Decision Making:**
1. To think in terms of results and performance.
2. To see errors that are exceptional.
3. To infer causality from overall trend data that lacks specifics about causal processes.
4. To use statistical judgment in making decisions.

**Internal Culture:**
1. To convey facts, hard data, measurements, and rational expectations.
2. To experience impartiality and removal from the human side of organizational events.

1. To convey feelings, emotions, values, stories and myths.
2. To experience closeness and bonding to people involved in organizational events.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQUIVOCALEITY OF INFORMATION (Interpretation)</th>
<th>AMOUNT OF INFORMATION (Logistics)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Designing Organization</td>
<td>Experimenting Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Load: Low/medium.</td>
<td>Information Load: High.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media: Low tech, high touch.</td>
<td>Media: High tech, high touch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Bureaucracy</td>
<td>Extended Bureaucracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Load: Low.</td>
<td>Information Load: Moderate-high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media: Low tech, low touch.</td>
<td>Media: High tech, low touch.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exhibit 5. Model of Organizational Learning Modes.
Footnotes

(1) Although the literature focusing on adaptation and the literature focusing on congruence among internal organizational characteristics have different emphases, they are becoming less distinguishable (Van de Ven and Drazin). This is because (1) the "pairings" of the congruence literature are among the design features of the adaptation literature, and (2) the efficacy of a particular pairing for an organization often depends on the organization's environment. Together they constitute the basis for the contingency theory component of organization theory.

(2) Putnam (1983) and Smircich (1983) summarize and contrast the functional and interpretive paradigms of organizational analysis.

(3) Information theorists distinguish between data and information in the following way—data contain information to the extent that they reduce uncertainty. However, data can also increase uncertainty—can alert you to the presence of conditions you felt certain did not exist. This fact, and the fact that most readers do not make a distinction between data and information, causes us to use the terms interchangeably to mean symbols whose content is understood.
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